O ne of the saddest things I have ever heard moves me now to reflect on how much, and how deeply, and how particularly people can suffer when continuing to live means continuing to be diminished. The sad words of one human being to another were these: "You are big, big, big and I am so, so tiny, tiny like this (forefinger curved into base of the thumb held up to the eye and making a tiny circle no wider than a straw.)"
Feelings
The meaning of "big, big, big" in these words had nothing to do with bodily height or weight. The speaker's eye was rather on the breadth of space, the expanse of contacts, and the far reach of plans and achievements through which the person seen as "big" was seen to move and grow. And the "so, so tiny" in these words speaks of having nothing, of doing nothing, of achieving nothing, of feeling that one has lost just about everything, of feeling trapped in a comer like a timorous mouse, of having no space within which and no persons through whom one would feel able to rise up, and expand, and grow.
The sadness of these words is like the sadness of Conrad Aiken's words when this poet writes of the man who saw himself as one of the pawns in life's chess game, just a chess piece fallen off the board and forgotten now in one of life's darkest comers (2) . This sadness is heavy with so many feelings: the feeling of being no longer a part of life's game or of being far out on the sidelines of it; the sense of being hollow, emptied of abilities, strengths, and the dreams these serve, all lost now and never to return; the feeling of being not only "wee in one's clothes," but also of being so reduced in the size of all things that matter to people as to be no longer noticed or worthy of notice; the sense of being close to vanishing from the eyes, perhaps also soon, from the minds and hearts of those with whom one has worked and lived; the sense of no longer needing, because of never being again able to use, all the material things that were the scaffolding and the instruments of life's work, the so familiar everyday things, like hammer and saw, rake, lawn mower, and garden tools, bicycle and car, and finally even the house and the home; the feeling of being now a stranger to all these things.
These are the feelings, a few at least, that are knotted into the sense of being diminished; of being only a spectre, only a relict, only the thin remaining fibres of what one hoped to be now that one's rich personal and existential diversity and potential daily becomes more and more extinct. These feelings can rise up at any time in a life when everything within and around one seems to be imploding, to be folding in and shriveling down to a close, like a flower does when all the light is gone. I think, however, that these feelings of being evermore diminished can be most smothering and inescapable when disease is advancing and time is running out.
Images
She looked so small in her bed, curled up into a fetal position, in the little farm house far out and up in the hills. She seemed so much smaller also for the fact that her pain, now that her cancer had spread so far into her body, had drawn all of her intellectual and emotional space down into a highly dense and tightened black hole of agony. She knew that a woman she loved dearly and I were coming to see her. When we entered her room, she rallied for a minute or so. A faint smile of light escaped from the blackness of her pain and passed so quickly across her face. Then she was drawn down again whimpering like a wounded animal, no longer able to move. No longer able to move-she, who not so many months before had graduated from college, looking forward to moving upland into her work and a new future,-she, who hardly a winter before skied in the hills and skated on the canal. Is this, her husband asked, human dignity?
Another image comes over me like a shadow. I remember him-he was over 70 at the time-dimbing a ladder while shouldering a heavy packet of tarred roofing paper. He would move up, down, and across that roof like a squirrel. He was poised, strong, sure-footed and highly skilled. Anything that had to be done to a house, including building it, he could do and had done many times. A taciturn man, a man of not many words.
Over the last several years a cancer has riddled his bones with holes. For a while he could get around with his crutches, now that is hardly possible anymore. His weight has dropped precipitously and he can just barely shuffle forward, little more than an inch at a time. His car guards the driveway, but he'll never drive it again. He is confined now to a very small space in the house because he can no longer manoeuvre any of the stairs.
• Yet, something striking happened the other day. He never had very much time for the cats of the house and had never paid much attention to them. As of several years there has been only one cat and this cat was recently startled out of its wits when the doorbell rang loudly, and persistently. This man of so very few words was heard comforting the cat, speaking softly the words of assurance, "Don't be afraid little kitty. Don't be afraid." Despite his being so diminished, maybe even because of this, he was now able to pay attention to and speak gentle words of care for a little animal. I think he has become a little bit like the God of Jean Ritchie's lullaby, when she writes:
God loves babes and beasts and birds All small things that have no words (3) Years ago, when I would fly up to teach university courses in the north of Ontario, she would whip up a rapid dinner for me before the evening course. She was a psychiatric nurse, a highly organized woman, utterly lucid of mind, decisive, a doer who could find solutions when all roads seemed blocked and there seemed to be no way out of a mess. Eventually she had to leave her little home and put her beloved little white dog into someone else's care. Her memory was going and she could no longer organize even the simplest of everyday things. I brought her a brown teddy bear with a red bow tie when I visited her in the nursing home. I had not seen her for many years. She just was not anywhere near the person she used to be. She remembered bits and pieces about me, but seemed oblivious to most of what was going on around her. This powerful, expansive woman who always brought order into chaos retreated slowly into a euphoric bubble. And I heard from one of her friends that she held the teddy bear I gave her every day until she died. Sometimes we don't have altogether that much to hold onto, do we?
Thoughts
Each of these three images shows one or several aspects of what it means to become increasingly diminished. I think it must at times take a great deal of time for someone to realize that he is no longer what he was and never will be again. If you have not lost lucidity of mind, how can you possibly get your mind totally around-360 degrees around-all that you are not anymore and will never be again? Alan Dugan, the poet, writes of another poet, one dying of cancer, that he wrote over and over in the last month of his journal: he knew he was dying of cancer, he couldn't fly anymore, he couldn't keep up with the payments, so he had to get rid of his airplane
The dying poet wrote this over and over again in his journal. after a note against suicide it was his last journal entry (4) The daily sight of someone becoming more and more of a relict of what he once was, of becoming intensely focused on "having to get rid of his airplane," must surely be, I think, a distinctively intense kind of suffering. Is it not to experience one's self becoming diminished, as one finds no words, no deeds, no way to surround, embrace, and carry another human being away, far, far away from all his losses? I suppose we can always try to tum away or run away from the sight of someone becoming diminished. But then I remember Desmond Tutu's emphasis on the African concept of "ubuntu" in his discussion of forgiveness and of how difficult forgiving really is. It is the concept that persons only become persons through other people (5) .
If this is so, what kind of a person do we become if we do not flee from, but rather enter into another persons experience of being diminished? Entering into that experience would mean at least facing it, refusing to offer or to take shelter in nice-sounding but empty words. It would mean, I think, doing what a nurse did for and with an old woman who sat crushed in grief on a bench in her garden one afternoon, shortly before having to leave for hospital to die there from her very advanced cancer. The old woman was totally desolate over having to leave her garden, a small paradise for her for over 25 years; even more desolate over having to leave and never again see her loved cat. The nurse could think of nothing else to do, but to sit with the old woman, to hold her, and to sob with her.
What happens to a person who is beingdiminished when someone enters into their suffering, as did the nurse? I don't really know. But I think they may have a better chance of hearing that kind of prayer that says itself; that kind of prayer that, unbidden, can well up within us from the central stream of our dread when all seems about to be lost. I also think that people who are being diminished and are dying will, if someone can enter into their suffering, be protected against the draughts of interstellar cold.
